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Doing it yourself is the best way to go green. . .and save money. DIY solar panels can save you up to $10,000 versus
purchasing them ready made and having them installed. Building your own energy savers does not require
experience, meaning anyone can do it.
The DIY Solar Panel Guide gives step by step instructions on building your own solar panels. It shows how to create
60 to 120 watt solar panels for only $100 to $200. DIY solar panels do not have to complicated to build. This guide
breaks down difficult solar panel building instructions into simple steps that even someone without technical skills can
follow. There are resources and tech support provided throughout the project, making it easy to get help if needed.
Step by step instructions with pictures, diagrams and a video library make this DIY guide easy to follow and
implementat your home. It is broken down into three easy to read step by step parts that include The Solar Panel
Guide, The "$98 Solar Panel" Guide and DIY Guide (Bundle).
-Part #1: The Solar Panel Guide shows how solar energy is produced including the basic solar system layout. With
these detailed plans for creating your own solar energy system, it also shows you also how to find free solar panels in
your city. In this section you will learn how to use the power from your solar panel system to power your own home as
well as how to maintain your system.
-Part #2: The "$98 Solar Panel" Guide provides step by step instructions for building solar from scratch. Color pictures
make the guide easy to follow, from building the solar panel box to connecting the solar panels.
-Part #3: DIY Guide (Bundle) is broken down into four sections that include Electrical Wiring Plans for Solar Panels,
Installing and Mounting Solar Panel Guide, Energy Consumer Guide, and Solar Tax Credits and Rebates. The best
part is learning how to calculate your savings.
The last part is a Bonus Guide that includes a video library of over one hour of step by step videos. With visual
assistance it is easy to watch how it is done and follow the instructions. Reading the instructions is one thing, but the
video seals the deal, making it as easy as possible to build your own solar panels, install them, mount them and
connect them. With the videos you will that it is not as hard as you think and the step by step process takes you
through it with baby steps until it is done.
And please do not forget that it is possible to now recieve a Energy Tax Credit for your efforts to go green your home,
take adventage this year.
With the prices of gas and energy going up every year it is a wise decision to take advantage of the Do It Yourself way
to reduce your homes
costs and there is no better way than with a step-by-step guide start today to be on your way to a greener tomarrow.
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